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From Wikileaks: Even super-smart policy
wonks have trouble grasping scale of
necessary changes
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Why disclose climate risks
1. Remove the blinders: Makes company
management and investors think about these risks
in a rigourous fashion.
2. Take it seriously: Climate action goes from a ‘nice
thing to do’ (CSR) to a core business competency.
3. Face the music: Lying to the public might get you
bad press, lying to shareholders might get you
investigated for fraud.
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Suncor (largest oil sands producer in the
world): No business case for new oil sands
projects or pipelines in <2⁰ C world
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Doing disclosure right
Corporate climate disclosure can be a tool for making us take
a long, hard look at what needs to be done. It needs to be:
• Mandatory
– Voluntary disclosure = uneven playing field
– ‘Good’ actors who disclose risk may end up being punished.
• Science-based
– Key question: is your business strategy consistent with
keeping warming below 2 degrees?
• Enforceable
– There is a history of companies funding climate denial to preempt policy action
– Failure to properly disclose must have consequences.
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Example: Kinder Morgans most recent SEC
filing
• “Studies have suggested that emissions of certain
gases, commonly referred to as greenhouse gases, may
be contributing to warming of the Earth’s atmosphere.”
(Emphasis added.)
• “…some climatic models indicate that global warming is
likely to result in rising sea levels, increased intensity of
hurricanes and tropical storms, and increased frequency
of extreme precipitation and flooding” but the timing and
location of impacts is so uncertain that “we are not in a
position to say whether the physical impacts of climate
change pose a material risk to our business, financial
position, results of operations or cash flows.”
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Prospectus for Kinder Morgan Canada IPO:
we need pipeline to get oil to China and
India to meet growing demand
Prospectus
references
‘no additional
climate
action’
scenario
Ignores
scenario with
50% chance
of keeping
warming
below 2
degrees
Celsius
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Preview: Greenpeace challenge of Kinder
Morgan IPO with regulator
“In light of the deficiencies in the Prospectus as
identified herein, we therefore ask that the
Commission review the Company’s impending issue
and consider halting their attempt at capital raising
until such time that the Prospectus adequately
discloses all material information to potential
shareholders as per statutory requirement. This is
critical as full, true, and plain disclosure of climate
related business risks in the Prospectus is essential in
order to protect investors in an IPO process, and to
demonstrate responsive capital market regulation in
the face of a globally significant market transition
away from hydrocarbons.”
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Making this real: CSA review
• Canadian securities regulators are currently
reviewing Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosure
recommendations.
• Please engage with this process to make it as
strong as possible.
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